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Arreguin made it abundantly
clear that he had the votes in his
pocket for whatever he wanted,
and versions of the proposal that
he sponsored floated in the ether
right up until the 6 pm starting
time ...
Sorry, but Recycling
Won't Stop Climate
Change
Right now, our
database is not
comprehensive enough
to know the answer to
this question ... the
Department of Computer
Sciences and Applied
Mathematics at
Weizmann Institute of
Science in Rehovot.

The K�rm�n Line: Where

Does Space Begin?
From a cosmic perspective,
100 km is a stone's throw;
it's only one-sixth the
driving distance between
San Francisco ... location as
the defining line between
Earth and space? The
answer is partly ...
Black scientist rethinks the 'dark'
in dark matter
Only 4% of respondents around
the world gave the correct answer
of all six years. While 73% did
not know how many years have
been the hottest on record, a
further23% said fewer than 6." ...
Roving Riddle: A 'Pi in the
Sky' Math Challenge
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Related: The UAE's Hope
Mars orbiter: Here's 6 things
to know Join our forums here
... Once its science work
begins, the spacecraft will
study the Red Planet for a full
Martian year (687 Earth ...
A social media app that's truly safe
for kids? Celebrities bet on Zigazoo

The "Pi in the Sky" math challenge
gives students a chance to take ...
2012 (1:32 a.m. EDT on Aug. 6,
2012). Curiosity set out to answer
the question: Did Mars ever have
the right environmental ...
UAE Hope Mars orbiter: The
Arab world's first
interplanetary mission
It lets kids browse or
participate in 30-second video
challenges or activities created
by zoos, museums, teachers,
musicians and TV studios,
encouraging them to answer
questions such as "What's on
...
United Way of Greater Stark
County Kid of Character, Dylan
Butcher, Canton Local
It lets kids browse or participate in
30-second video challenges or
activities created by zoos,
museums, teachers, musicians and
TV studios, encouraging them to
answer questions such as "What's
on ...
Deep thought in deep blue: 5
Israelis in pioneering project
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to decode whale talk
A familiar dilemma, again: in
this time of a surging
pandemic, with news by the
hour of illness and tragedy,
what’s a mathematics
columnist ... I don’t have a
good answer.
Tucker: Nothing can prepare
you for new CIA video
Dylan Butcher, sixth grade –
Dylan has been working hard all
year to become a better student.
He is always asking questions to
clarify understanding and
volunteers to give answers in
group ...
'Safety is in their DNA': This social
media app is geared toward kids
and learning
The C.I.A. is the most heavily
armed and supposedly the most
sophisticated intelligence gathering
operation on the planet ... at the
Capitol on January 6th. Lock them
away. From now on, if ...
Berkeley's Off to See the
Wizard
extra emissions the planet
can’t afford. “Simply
focusing on tailpipe emissions
risks shifting many emissions
from one sector to another.
Ministers should stop refusing
to do the maths and add ...
Take this 20,000
Tyrannosaurus at a time
Particle physics just made it
seem like there is a universe
out there, and life isn't just
about what's messed up on
our little planet ... definitive
answer. And at the same time,
we have to ...

Readers' Letters: Well, you did
ask to be judged on
Education, Nicola
Let the results be the judge;
our three key subjects show a
fall in science rankings from
10th to 19th, reading from
11th to 23rd, and maths from
... for Indyref3? The answer is,
she won’t.
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